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                               HUM THHE WOH THHI AUR SAMA RANGEEN SAMAJH GAYE NA? 

                               JAATE THHE JAPAN, PAHOOCH GAYE CHIN SAMAJH GAYE NA? 

                            HEY YANNE YANNE YANNE PYAR…HO GAYA!!! 

 
“Chidiyaan choo choo karti hain totey taali bazaate hain, yeh sab mere saathi hain milkar shor machaate 

hain. Kee bolche bolche kee? HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO MEE”/No.742 D/JYOTI/: Friday the 4th day of August 
1929 happens to be the date that has opened to us perhaps the last legendary chapter of the male 
playback history of Indian cinema. THE MAVERICK MESSIAH OF MUSICAL INDIA (the soubriquet 

sums him up) descended from Heaven. With malice towards no one lived or living, hope I can stand 
by my constitutional locus standi and emancipate my soul that no natural, self-taught wonder in 
India & all over the world has ever crossed that limit of versatility, veering from bhazans to 
variations with such fluent ease of a hill-stream!  
SECONDLY, he breathes into songs, the life-spirit of himself. In-fact, life speaks for itself as we hear 
the Legend sing. It is this very intensity that has helped him win over his skeptics. Still certain 
disquieting facts stare us in the face. Let me begin with the lost emeralds of the ‘Evergreen’s pendant. 
It is hardly known to anyone that an Unreleased, mammoth-mount of fossilized fantasies of this 
fantastic singer is waiting turn. Another fact has been the released but antiquated melodies that 
gradually mopped off mass memory. The reason is not far to fetch: many movies failed to make it to 
the box-office & got boxed forever! Ironically, the music companies too have been avoiding to trek off 
the beaten track, repeating the clichéd tracks year after year, now that double decades have passed us 
by since his sudden demise. 
                                                                    
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

BADI ZID HAIN KE DIWAANGI NA CHHODENGE 
HAMARI ZID HAIN KE DIWAANGI NA CHHODENGE 

NA TUM BHI KOYIEE QASAR RAKHNA AZMAANE MEIN 
JUNOON-E-ISHQ BHI KYA SHAI HAIN IS ZAMAANE MEIN 

AJEEB LUFT HAIN ROOTHA KHUDA MANAANE MEIN 
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The brightest of the lost emeralds beams out to be this masterpiece of a Ghazal. Based on Raga 
Puriya Dhaneshree, Kishoreda composed this in D-major scale, using chords in Kishoresque manner, 
defying the established norms of chord progression in the particular scale, and all this, in a matter of 
ten minutes while recording for the theme song of /Regd. No. 1099 D, 1100  N/PYAR AJNABI HAIN (1980)/: a 
shelved production having himself, Sammi Kapoor & Leena Chandavarkar (who looked her best) at 
the lead/drawn opon NUGGETS,THREE Anirudha Bhattacharjee, Srijit Mukherjee ETC., THE TELEGRAPH 05th 

August 2005, Friday/. Sammi Kapoor who featured in the film regrets: ‘Woh picture nahin bani-
complete nahin huyi. Agar hoti to main samajhta hoon uske ek achchi yaadgaar us picture mein rah 
jaati kyunke uski music bhi bahut achcha hain, uska apna compose kiya hua hain music, uske apne 
likhkhe huye scenes hain aur dialogues bhi hain aur kahani bhi hain aur woh kahani bahut 
badhiyaan shoot kiya hua hain…afsos woh picture nahin ban paayi’: “…Jaane aisey kitne baaqi 
chchor ke kaam main chala”/No.362 D/NAMAK HARAM (released, thankfully. The supporting character 

in this movie fails to battle the bottle & meets a premature end)/.  Kishore Kumar didn’t live long but it’s 

worth living a long, long life just to listen to Kishore Kumar. This genius genuinely is an artefact of 
the Almighty & us, mere byproducts. Infact this annotation holds strong to all gifted folk like him - 
another? Well, the fascinating fact first: Amarnath Bagchi, an Ad man from erstwhile Calcutta 
ventured this movie with Kalyanji-Anandji as music directors’ way back in 1980. As ill luck would 
have it, the project plummeted, leaving him bankrupt to the brim. Before disappearing from public 
eye, handed the track over to a friend he could trust till last. 26 years passed by before an honest 
Prasant Kar approached KHONJ-KHABOR/AKAASH BANGLA T.V. with the track the channel telecasted 
on the 14th of November 2006, 10p.m. in it’s 3rd episode with a faint hope that the long lost pal 
would press his 26-year awaiting doorbell! The channel was cordial enough to cover me too in the 
show. Registered in Mr. Vishwas Nerurkar’s Encyclopaedia only, the song goes like this: “Yeh 
bheegi bheegi raat na hoti; yeh bin mausam barsaat na hoti to tum mere saath na hoti - ae mausam 
ka ishaara, ae mauka pyaara pyaara, yeh mausam phir na ayega dobaara”/No.1096 N/HUMDARD/. 
AKAASH BANGLA T.V. began its K series on the 13th of October 2006 in its popular 10p.m.show 
KHONJ-KHABOR. This is where I came to learn - probably the sole Yaksh of the entire range of 
Unreleased K is Mr.Sanjay Sengupta. A chartered accountant cum H.M.V.high-profile who was all set 
suddenly to reverse his gear on the sacred scheme, partly because the actual owners of the ‘Khazana’ 
are guessed dead or anonymous till date. When Mr.Jaydeep Raut summoned me for an interview 
with KHONJ-KHABOR I stood, considering my quaint situation for a while and then thanked him and 
the personality behind the Programme Mr. Divya jyoti Basu wholeheartedly.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

          This ‘HUMDARD’ in white at least tried to jerk open Kishoreda’s jammed black window… 

Speculation over a music company move on the unreleased side of K has been 
swirling for quite a time by now. Time you taste a third. It’s the Hindi version of 
R.D.-Asha’a mesmerizing Bengali Modern Dyaakhogo enechchi Taangail Saari:                               
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“Ramaila des ma bahaar liye ra aayo, mero duniya ma pyar liye ra aayo…Phoolon ke des me 
bahaar le ke aayiee, meri duniya mein tu pyar le ke aayiee”/No.1133 N/.         

                                                                                                                         

THIRDLY, it is impossible to improve perfection. I think this vogue-adage does justice to a genius of 
his caliber. The magical entrapment in every fold of the voice so tranquilizing, it makes us marvel at 
its magnificence. If there be any single word in the dictionary to single him out, I think it could be the 
word ineffable. So here’s this man with whom the incorrigible listener in me always craves an 
audience, no matter how busy I am with whatever piece of assignment. The thahraaopan [stability] in 
the voice, the masculinity, the inimitability & the crystal-clarity, the weightage, the class, the 
sophistication (Javed Akhtar), the flexibility, the mellifluence & the 
brilliance in improvisation, the incredible intonation, the bravura, the 
authority, the diehard dedication, the accuracy of pronunciation, the 
projection & the distribution, the vocal refrain (hmm…) to gauge a gaping 
melody just ahead of execution, the falsetto & the fervour in pitching a 
mercurial mood as and when necessitated by a song possible for 
him only, leaves behind a timeless appeal on an enthralled audience till 
they are scaled to  the Heavenly heights of hypnotism - “Aa chal ke 
tujhe main le ke chaloon ek aise gagan ke tale, jahaan gham bhi na 
ho, ansoo bhi na  ho, bus pyar hi pyar palein, ...jahaan rang birange 
panchchi Asha ka sandesha laayein”/No.116 D/DOOR GAGAN KI 

CHCHAON  MEIN(1964)/ re-presented by the Legend in LOS ANGELES 
accompanied by the master-strokes of the Guitar. The notations might have 
skipped in places but then; a wrong Kishoreda is worth a billion right someone else. To film maker 
Nagesh Kukunoor who also mans Hollywood director Vijay Amritraj’s GATEWAY team (SONY PIX), 
this song has set such a high bench-mark that after Amit Paul sings it, does not even hesitate to 
parallel the same with our National Anthem Jana Gana Mana Adhinayaka Jaya Hey/K4K, 05 April 2008/.  

Kishoreda was there, Kishoreda is there, Kishoreda will be 
there to light-up our life’s darkest tracks: “Aate hain log, 
jaate hain log-paani ke jaise railein…gaari bula rahi 
hain/No.400 D/DOST/ -another PATHER PANCHALI reminiscence 
that actually chugs out to save someone from committing 
suicide. I haven’t seen GOD but just when I wanted to see 
myself in full elixir of life and happiness, I saw KISHORE 

KUMAR--six feet from me for the first and last time! Ashishda 
beheld the idol for the first & last time in Kochbihar—before 
performing Shing nei from LUKOCHURI, K had pronounced the 
movie as LUCHIPUKURI !! K loved Luchi !!!  

                                                     Incredible!ndian > 
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Question1. SAAGAR jaisi aankhonwali yeh to bata teri beti ka naam hain kya? Even I’v a granddaughter >  

                                                Imagine a Celeb vision first time on Television: K on KBC hotseat using the lifeline Audience Poll [!] 

Yeh jo hain zindagi thodi mitthi thodi khatti phir bhi iss mein rah kar zeene ka ek alag hi hain maza…yoodlee yoodlee yoodlee  yoodleeyoo.com [!!] 

“Aaye Tum yaad mujhe gaane lagi har dharkan khushboo laayi pawan mehka chandan”/No 470 D/ 
MILI (1975) Music-S.D. Lyric-Yogesh/: This man had the luck to record a duet with each of them – 
Mukesh, Rafi and Kishore. I too had the luck to watch and touch him (alas! With K its touch-screen) 
on the 14th of December 1985 as his campaigning chopper chose to touch down the school play 
ground of ours. Lucky with a second, I treasure a tag targeting this treasure house of talent- ‘miss K, 

don’t you sir?’ If at all a simple equation needs to be balanced setting aside petty personal interests to 
influence our judgment, the only resonance of a voice that shall respond across our mind will be of 
Mr. Kishore Kumar’s while on the other side of the equilibrium much to our delight will flash Mr. 
Amitabh Bachchan (recipient of NATIONAL KISHORE KUMAR AWARD 2002 by Madhya Pradesh 
Government, rated celebrity star of the Millennium by B.B.C. opinion poll) adjusting his mighty 
lips with “Toone abhi dekha nahin”/No.683 D/ DO AUR DO  PAANCH/(clipped again on son 
Abhishek  as background in BLUFF-MASTER) followed by “My name is Anthony Gonzalves/No.1134  

D/ AMAR AKBAR ANTHONY/. In fact the Lion had evolved to be the voice of the Libran by then--
surfaced K’s 7th FILMFARE AWARD(1985)winning bitter emotion: “Manzilein apni jagah hain, raaste 

apni jagah”/No.917 D/SHARABI(1984)/. The masculine charm worked wonder on one billion Indians 
before the admiration transcended the boundaries of seven continents. When asked about his own 
pick of Kishoreda, the elusive superstar is spoilt for choice till comes the twist in a high-bass reply: 
“Mere naina saawan bhaadon phir bhi mera man pyasa”/No.519 D/MEHBOOBA/. We’ve come 
across many a touching tribute but Bachchan’s words touch a different chord: Kishoreda ne playback 
singing mere khayaal mein baad me socha, un ke ander jo ek director ka goon thha, ek Kalakaar ka jo goon thha, 
mere samajh mein woh playback singer se kahin jyaada thha aur kahin jyaada jaagrit thha. Lekin in tamaam 
cheezon mein ek baat jo thhi, un me ek insaaniyat, chahe un pe kitni hi sankat ho, khushi ka mauka ho--un ki 
andar, un ke hriday ke andar ek Insaaniyat thhi, jisse maine dekha, woh mujhe bahut…chhookar rah gayi! 
What a co-incidencial match of utterance with a timeless Tagore listen-alike the Legend himself had 
presented in the LONDON LIVE with Lata (1985)… “Chhookar mere man ko kiya tu ne kya 
ishaara!”/No.786 D/YAARANA/. The word ‘insaaniyat’ which came off the millennium mouth syncs 
my lips with a composition by Ravindra Jain Kishoreda once enlivened without orchestration. It was 
a line by Sahir Ludhiyanvi that he went with: “Manavata ki jeet huyiee”/No.661 D/HUM TERE 

AASHIQ HAIN/. Jitendra is one among the talents who tightfit in any situation you put him to play-
and I would definitely love to use the opportunity to upload the cream of a cavatina which has 
mistakenly found no mention in either of the Encyclopaedias: “Armaan hain ab yeh mere zindegi 
ke…basti ke logon mein huye badnaam” /No.663 D, 660 N registered only the happy version composed by Khayyaam & penned 

by Naksh Lyalpuri/KHANDAAN (1979)/. Later in an exclusive interview to Tapan Bakshi [Bombay] Bachchan 
told–Lip-synchronising Kishoreda is a totally different kind of an experience. There is a peculiar parallelogram 
between my voice and his. It’s just like some actors magically matching some singers. As for example 
Mukeshji’s with Raj ji—like that luckily the most suitable match happened between Kishoreda and me. So 
many actors have lipped Kishoreda’s songs but those didn’t quite gel like ours did. It felt like the song is mine 
whenever I went to lip one. Kishoreda’s song used to madden me even then, maddens me even now (Wow!). So 
many good singers have surfaced today. I’m not questioning their credibility but no one has been able to take 
over his position. If I am to pick my most favourite among the innumerable, I will be in a soup – which one to 
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catch and to spare. Still you can say among my enlipped ones, Khaike paan Banaraswala & Rotey huye 
aate hain sab. To sing both with such spontaneity is possible for only a very few singers. Holding the hands of 
these two songs I could plunge myself into the picturisation. Among my favourites there are many songs lipped 
by other actors – like Mere naina... Kishoreda has unfolded the infliction, the wailing infused into the song in 
such a way that it will touch even the hardest heart in no time. Rajesh Khanna had lipped. I still remember—
wish I could enlip Kishoreda’s that song, the most favourite of mine among innumerable captivating ones 
of his. /ANANDLOK 8th August 1998, an ANANDABAZAR PATRIKA publication/. The SAHENSHAH OF 

BOLLYWOOD even got inQuizzitive with K-classified questionnaire in KAUN BANEGA CROREPATI – 

the hugely popular reality show on STAR PLUS [season 3 was the only one hosted by BADSHAH OF 

BOLLYWOOD Mr. Shahrukh Khan and both made a paired appearance in the show on 20th October 2011 

Thursday 8.30 pm]. Had Kishoreda been alive & as vibrant as was, would surely have prized us with 
this medley: Andheri raaton mein sirf SONY TV par har prashna dikhaneko ek maseeha nikalta hain jissey log 
SAHENSHAH kahte hain! KBC season 4 on 20 October 2010 Wednesday 9 pm (the legendary gameshow lasts 

an hour) played the audio clip of Pahle to hawa unn julfon se khushboo chura kar lati thhi…mere samnewali 
khidki mein to Mr.Kamle and the subject Mr. Bachchan questioned was the actor on whom the 
popular song was picturised. As for me, I favour the very rarely available cavatina part of the solo 
brought forward by Legends-R.D (HMV) which I have just and justly mentioned. Of late I’ve picked 
up the habit of ‘site’-seeing. So I visited Kishoreda’s website yoodleeyoo.com one of these days and 
stumbled upon a funny post by Mr. Prabal Mukhrejee. I’ve fallen so much in love with the upload 
that I just can’t resist myself from quoting it – ‘The commercial production of PC (Personal Computers) 

had started in 1981. They used to run on DOS (Disc Operating 

System) – rather cumbersome, not easy to follow. In 1986 Bill 
Gates introduced his Windows Operating System—life 
became simple, extremely userfriendly, easily 
comprehensible. But 18 years [sorry to pinch-in, the year of 

release of the movie was 1968] before that Kishore Kumar had 
sung – In my next version of Window, there is a piece of 
lunacy: Mere samnewali khidki mein ek chand ka tukda 
rahta hain! Saara jamana – the ‘electric song’ had an 
electrifying impact on the audience KBC DIWALI SPECIAL 

gifted them on Monday 1st November 2010 when The Living 
Legend & Akshay Kumar danced to Kishore Kumar.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
Akshay’s pronunciation of ‘Rabindranath Tagore’ to a 

question tasted like roasted sweetcorn. I have a TIMES OF INDIA clip of an INDO-PAK peace initiative 
by Ad agency taproot india titled ‘Legends will read what legends have written’ detailing the 8th February 
2009 recitation of Harivansh Rai Bachchan’s & Faiz Ahmed Faiz’s (Pakistan) poems by Amitabh 
Bachchan & Zia Mohyeddin at Bandra Fort, 6.30pm. KBC made me correlate the occasion with a 
closely similar one: ‘Legend has danced to what legend has sung’. But personally how close are the two 
legends to each other dead or alive? Hung on my room-wall I have a self-
mixed & illustrated priceless possession – a 12” x 18” computer generation 
featuring Rabindranath Tagore, Satyajit Ray, Amitabh Bachchan and 
Kishoreda captioned COLLOSSALS CALL UP @ GAURIKUNJ in which 
among six photographs scanned, collaged and mixed alongside of 
literature glows a FILMFARE courtesy – a sideview of Mr.Bachchan holding 
the LP record of K’s daredevil enterprise SONGS OF RABINDRANATH and 
busy conversing with Kishoreda face to face who stands in a lovable 
signature gesture with his wristwatched left hand holding the spectacle 
half-held towards the superstar and so far as my guess goes, the 
spectacular moment spinned out of second child Sumit’s Annaprashan.  

                                                  SWAMI DADA: Hum na rahenge tum na rahogey rah jayega [Thesis] Pyar Yeh… > 
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Amitabh’s is the only personality that truly matches the glamour of the great VOICE OF INDIA: “Ek 
din sapne mein dekha sapna main Amitabh ho Gaya”/No.1123 D/GOLMAAL (1979)/Composition-R.D. 

Lyric-Gulzar/. On MahaNayak’s 70th B’day bash, MahaGayak’s Main Hoon Don donned the venue’s back ground. 

                                                                                                                                                         

                                                                                                      Yaad karegi duniya tera mera afsana… 

FOURTHLY, K stands probably the sole supersinger with a terrific tonal range that caters to almost 
each and every aspect of life. Even today I cannot stoop to forget the steamy cup of 
(LOPCHU GOLDEN ORANGE PEKOE DARJEELING?) tea and the note of appreciation 
on veteran Utpal Dutt’s face as Amol palekar the music teacher auditions with 
Anewala pal janewala hain at Dutt’s daughter’s room. ‘Dil’-logically speaking, what a 
heart-throb voice BAAP RE BAAP: “Dil dhak dhak karne lagaa”! /No.698 D/PATITA (1980)/: that’s K!     

< Babumoshaae?  …Geet mere sun ke naujawaan jaagte hain!  

Ask Anuradha Verma, TIMES GROUP, ‘…there’s no getting away from the 
powerful charm of a deep, gravelly male voice’. As is evident in available 
stills and video--I literally got carried away by his awe-inspiring dress code, 
undaunting decibel level as well as the effortless eloquence with which he 
gets under his charecters’ skin—be it even South’s super hero Rajnikant: 
“Angara hoon main tu komal kalee, kyun tu mujhe pyar karne 
chali”/No.1780 D/GANGVA(1984)/. Such flawlessly flow the modulation 

minus the slightest scar on originality that one can easily trace the boys from the voice! The startling 
examples start with the dream merchant who commented, ‘even God might not have another 
framework to produce an artist like Kishore Kumar’ and who had Kishoreda sing “Kachchi pakki 
sadkon pe mera tomtom chali jaye”/No.04 D/, “Mohabbat ka chhotasa ek ashiana” /No.05 D/ 
alongwith double duets for his PYAR (1950), although Raj Kapoor’s favourite used to be Mukesh. 
Then came the living legend Dilip Kumar: “Oparwala dukhiyon ki nahi sunta re”/No.1149 

D/SAGINA/ a recording both participated in for the first & last time and then it was Dev Anand’s 
turn to “Dheere se jaana khatiyan mein”/No.329 D/CHHUPA RUSTAM (1973)/to 
be trailed by: “Ruk jana o jana hum se do baatein kar ke chali jana, ke mausam 
hain diwana”/No.482 D/WARRANT (1975)/. Miss Bharti from SONY’s COMEDY 

SHOW staged in December 2010 pranked about the evergreen jewel thief thus to 
Manish Paul apeing the Evergreen with unbelievable perfection: ‘Aap aur 
Dinosaur bachpan ke dost thhey!’ making judjes Mithunda & Archana almost 
faint to the fun (no malice intended definitely). Now visualize Music’s Eccentric 
Emperor descend from his throne and ‘Dev’-iate himself 

impeccably while going full-throttle with his throat: “Main aaya hoon le ke saaj 
haathon mein”/No.386 D/AMIR GARIB/and then with Jeetendra in “Main husn ka 
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hoon diwana”/No.643 D/TUMHARI KASAM/. This shuttling between scales compel us conclude that 
it can come only from none other than the protagonist. Before I conclude on Main aaya hoon, let me 
detail on how Mentor Avijit found his counterpart Mentor Alka, Salman Khan, Shaan the host with 
two great l’il anchors Afsa and Dhairya, Lesli Lewis, Bappida, Ajay Devgan and the entire stadium 
enjoying every bit of him as he introduced himself with this relic of a song at the 24th October 2009 
GRAND FINALE Saturday live telecasted from Bombay. Anyway, came turn for trendsetter Sammi 
Kapoor who, throughout the career-span relished his rendezvous with Rafi. We feel a sudden thrill 
pilfer down our spine as Sammi sits by the Piano as he did many a time but this time with this 
fascinating first solo from Kishoreda: “Saare jahan ki amanat hain yeh 
jeevan tumhara” /No.715 D/ARMAAN/ followed by an equally opposite 
somersault image in which Kishoreda suddenly snaps out of the 
emotional mood: “Tumsa nahin dekha”/No.2384 D/WANTED/while 
brother Shashi catches the opportunity to throw his mischief at Hema 
Malini with “Meri zindegi ne mujhpe ehsaan kya kiya hain, jeene de na 
marne de mujhe aisa gham diya hain”/No.684 D/DO AUR DO  

PANCH/with Amitabh Bachchan stalking him in amused curiosity! 
Thanks to the Uncrowned King of Music, probably we have experienced 
Sashi at his elements. Comments Shashi Kapoor: ‘I am an odd man in the 
field of melody. But here’s this man with a rare capability to literally play 
with the pitch, the song pours as nectar to the ears!’ God--what a 
Heavenly display of a husky-note! Today, Bollywood’s bona-fide singers 
are leaving no rock unturned to ‘Rock’ this country with this ‘husky’-
ness but the imitation remains a far cry from Kishore Kumar. For 
instance, the ‘Eh-heeeyyyy’ guy who came as a Kishore clone. Let me 
recall another gem of a Ghazal from T-Yaadein series: “Mere 
Diwaanepan ki bhi dawa nahin”/No.225 D/ MEHBOOB KI MEHENDI/ 
which the clone copied to catastrophy!         Mere diwanepan ki bhi dawa nehin… >                                                                                                     

Till date if there’s any song he really poured his heart on, it is the 1988 Pooja hit “Amor shilpi tumi 
Kishore Kumar.”I would like to catch this opportunity to caution the un-initiated: please listen to the 
FILMFARE AWARD winning “Khaike paan Banaras wala/No.614 D/before you are through DON 
remake or else you will be forever prejudiced against Kishore Kumar-the Original! Lass die wahrheit 

sprechen (let truth prevail): high time we realize, that we disrespect ‘scale’-DON and the Music 
industry we are going to feed ourselves back with is a skeleton!  

                  

 ‘…Dawa shayed ho - if the Diwane I’m leaving behind stands strong’: …Tum jo nehin to kaisi khushi? maayusiyon mein dubee hain zindegi…MANZIL milegi?  

However, it goes without saying that King Khan is indeed a great, great actor as well as human 
being. He’s the one who roped in Queen (Rani) Mukherjee to represent the Uncrowned King in SONY 

ENTERTAINMENT TELEVISION. Ek ladki bheegi bhaagi si comes closest to Shahrukh’s heart. [This 
generation- x Devdas reels me back to the inimitable composition Peenawalon ko peene ka bahana 
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chahiye in which Kishoreda’s voice plays the prodigy & Hema Malini, Paro.] Amitabh Bachchan in 
KBC season 4 quizzed a participant to name the actor of the song after the audio was being played to 
her. The poor lady cop took a lifeline - PHONE A FRIEND and the voice entertained the audience once 
more and this time for a longer time. It was a memorable moment as the megastar too was very 
much enjoying the going/Mega means one million which I learned from this gameshow only although the 

question was about megapixel: November 10, 2010 Wednesday night telecast/. Among the contestants 
sprang up a teenager Santosh with the song at the DANCE PREMIER LEAGUE(DPL) telecasted by 
SONY on the 7th of November 2009 8.30pm Saturday The spectacular gymnastic feat Santosh 
subjected his physique to, prompted Samak Davar, Rani Mukherjee and the studio folk jump up for a 
standing ovation. The movie’s other song Hum thhey woh thhi unmistakebly jump started as a pure 
musical thrill attempted by contestants of both ‘dunce dramas’ DID (ZEE) & DPL (SONY). Draped in 
traditional Dhooti & Punjabi, Ghatkopar Bombay’s Kartik carries a Rashogolla haandi towards Rani 
while Aaj hridayien bhalobeshey—the Bengali variant of Kora kagaz thha yeh man plays on/27 November 

2009 Friday 8.30pm telecast/-a perfect S.D. (Situation Demands) syndrome isn’t it? With the same song at 
the ZEE SA RE GA MA L’IL CHAMPS 2009 Master Swarit Shukl enchanted judges Avijit & Alka with 
his innocent charm. Everything about this 6 year old spelt the word wonder. DOORDARSHAN-our 
national network also telecasted a LIVE K did in Delhi in aid of famine affected Africa (1987). 
Hopefully, the recording exists in DD’s archive. SONY had again come up with a second sojourn with 
the supersinger starting 21st December 2007, K for Kishore - the first of its kind in this country ‘coz 
he won’t thin down from mass memory: “Hum se hain zinda wafa aur hum hi se hain teri mahfil 
jawaa, hum jab na honge to ro ro ke duniya dhoondegi mere nishaan”/No.210 D/GAMBLAR (1971)/.  

                                                    

                                  Any guess whose masterpiece of an oil-painting drew inspiration from this lovely lens do? 

Jhumroo team’s contestant no.4 claimed safe dipositing the appointment letter in one shoe and the 
resigning letter in the other adding, had there been any Kishore Kumar Live & he barred from a 
leave, would place the later requesting the employer Taariq tum khud daal lena! Just an eight year old 
when presented Main hoon Jhumroo at school’s republic day function in 1964 - middle aged Sameer 
Memon had been a surreal surprise. He inspite of being vocally challenged was the only contestant 
to notch 10 from each of the three judges: Sudesh Bhonsle, Amit Kumar and Bappi Lahiri. It was his 
body basics that lured Leena into reciting the first five lines of the masterpiece melody I have already 
mentioned on page one of my writeup.  One point I must agree with is that his comic nuances left 
behind a telling effect on the audience. The period look made a comeback in this capped face 
though, reality shows are where I came to learn that reality really bites. Especially when the theme 
becomes K, there’s suddenly a gulf and then some melody-drained voices hiccup with such 
traumatic creature-feature that at times I mistake myself watching the NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC 

CHANNEL instead! The worst of it is they become a bundle of nerves. ‘Properly evaluated, today’s K-
singers don’t deserve to score above 2’ (Sudesh Bhonsle/K4K/12th April 2008 Saturday telecast – Hum 
bewafa hargiz na thhey, per hum wafa kar na sakey Sudeshji? By the way, your remixed version was ‘stupendously 
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fantabulous’ as DID’s Geeta would put it. Especially the SAXOPHONE tamed me to the bone).  The only 
characteristic of them makes me love them is their attachment to the Legend—they feel they belong 
to the K tribe. Pramod Rampal from Delhi bought a flat next to GAURIKUNJ so that he can pay his 
respect and watch the bungalow each day. May this tribe increase! Bombay’s OBEROI MALL 
witnessed a spectacular public performance from Saara zamana haseeno ka diwana…the 
performance had an alcoholic effect on a seizable number of shopaholics who didn’t hesitate to do 
their bit of the ‘electric’ song. Among the judges there were Navjyotsingh Siddhu, Anu Malik & 
Mona—ab kis baat ka rona (Mona Sing) and the team eventually turned out to be the winner of 
FRIDAY FINALE/SONY - ENTERTAINMENT KE LIYE KUCHH BHI KAREGA September 12, 2010/. 
Chetan Rana the pirate matched charismatically with sultry siren Karishma Tanna (COMEDY 

CIRCUS/SONY) in “Main hoon Jhumroo; Miss Paul & ‘electrified’ Vinod Seshadri (with a voice so 
alarmingly shaky, he stood a perfect fit for the quote) in “Piya piya piya mera jiya pukaare”/No.1351 

D/BAAP RE BAAP/; Arnav Chakraborty in “Musafir hoon yaaron (unabridged version on movie 
track only)”/No.289 D/PARICHAY/ and of course, “Ina mina dika”/No.56 D/ASHA(1957)/-a 
performance that bagged him A on stage;  Apurva in “Humko to yaara teri yaari”/No.1583 D/HUM 

KISI SE KUM NAHIN/; Miss -- & Nayan Rathod in “Jai jai Shiv Shankar”/No.2073  D/AAP KI 

KASAM/; Pakistan’s Amanat Ali elated us with his elegance in “Maujon ki doli chali re”/No.512 

D/JEEVAN JYOTI/when  asked for by Nayan Rathod whom he came to challenge through 
TATAindicom; “Chil chil chillaake”/No.100 D/HALF TICKET/Chintan  Bakiwala blends ‘boy’-

sterously with F.I.R.fame (SONY SAB) Kavita Kaushik. Despite of 
being lingually alien, K. Shailendra (TATAindicom) probably 
rendered his best in Raga based “Amar deep nevaano raat”/No.2605 

D/Bengali Modern/. The ensembled ‘RAP’-sody (the first of its kind 
in India) Toone abhi dekha nahin was a powerhouse performance & 
thoroughly entertaining. It took the coordinated effort of 7 singers 
to elevate the impact level to that of one effortless Kishore Kumar. 
INDIAN IDOL finalist-Shillong’s Amit Paul jiived us by joining the K 
club in the 22nd February, Friday telecast.  The show was set at 
21Hrs, every Friday & Saturday, hosted by Sudesh Bhonsle who 
stepped into the supersinger’s shoes for a moment. Asha Bhonsle 

joined K4K 18th April Friday onwards. The concept of Phantom K atop the favorite studio chair was 
fantasticated by the living legend with whom He (!) chose to converse/26th April Saturday telecast/. 
Perhaps K has justified his presence over the decades in such a way since the fateful afternoon slowly 
melted into a perpetual night that the absence has evolved to be a presence future finds irresistible to 
part with—hence the concept I believe. On Chintan’s recommendation, Chetan Rana, the finalist 
breezed through the studio literally with “Hawaaon pe likh do hawaaon ke naam”/No.142 D/DO 

DOONI CHAR (1968) Music-Hemant Kumar & the first solo lyric Gulzar layed exclusively for K/as Chetan, Chintan and 
Arnav were inching closer to the trophy. This K enacted gem actually reappeared in the FIRST 

DEATH ANNIVERSARY PRESENTATION by H.M.V. in the year 1988.  As for Kukunoor who once 
readied himself with riddles for the contestants, it was bewildering to behold a brilliant Amit Kumar 
solve the same instead and bask in K glory: “Chchota sa ghar hoga baadlon ki chchaon mein, Asha 
diwani man mein bansuri bajaae”/No.2325 D/Bimal Roy Productions NAUKRI(1954), M-Salil 

Chaudhuri,L-Shailendra/. The brainstorming went like this – a couple of clue-
words were pronounced like ‘chhota’, ‘badal’, ‘chhaon’, ‘bansoori’ in the midst of 
a riddle and the contestants were asked to complete the prospective song’s first 
line. Glued to the television set, you’ve got to be around him to actually gauge the 
awe and frenzy K commands although the show went low-key at times, as the 
male anchor had astonishingly locked horns with the central character of BHEJA 

FRY & the contestants could have been more soulful and dedicated. It was quite a sight to see Sameer 
Memon pulling his legs with: “Kaisa Raja Bhoj bana hain mera Gangu Teli!”/No.1247 D/SAGINA/.  
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However, what do not seem to quite gel with the multilingual appeal of the supersinger is the 
limitations the contestants displayed in selecting languages other than Bengali—none attempted any 
of the remaining nine languages K had sharpened his effeciency with. If they had, it would have 
surely jetted the show with a far superior quality fuel. For example in Gujrati, K had recorded 
“Chalto reje tu chalto reje” (the antique song concludes in three parts)/No.2810 D, 2811, 2812 

N/KULVADHU (1977) Music-Kalyanji Anandji 7EPE 10094 EP HMV/, in Oriya exists (courtesy Sanjay 
Sengupta) “Jibono motey harano/No.2821 D, 2823 N/. When turn comes for English, both 
encyclopaedias make a sorry reading. It is certainly not Typewriter. The only song to the best of my 
knoledge is “Insaaf ka faisla Bhagwan ka faisla”/No.855 D/JUSTICE CHAUDHRI (1983)/in which the 
Genius garnishes the solo with: I am in the hands of law--anything can happen, its not my fault!  Pretty 
close to this exists another: Na jaiyo pardes from the Dilip Kumar blockbuster KARMA. STAR YA 

ROCKSTAR [ZEE TV 12 Nov 2011 Sat 8.30pm] – one of whose star attraction was BALIKA BADHU’s boy 
groom Sachin, had a fact to share about “Ashwini ye na priye” soon after performing the duet with 
Abhilasha: being a perfectionist & a straight talker, Kishoreda told Sachin that he would be uncozy 
with the typical Marathi way of pronouncing ‘Ra’& ‘Cha’ which is pretty common with the language 
& which Sachin took extra care to avoid during composition. Memory’s still garden fresh, Sachin?  

< ‘…sangeet jo hain woh Dil se nikaltaa hain’: Sundarta toone woh paayiee nazaa hain tum pe Khudaii, naanz nehin 

apne per phir bhi tujhko…zubaan per aaj dil ki baat aa gayi. Stepping straight from the wifely heart to enlighten 

millions of hearts.  

SONY has thrown open an SMS option game: 
which aspect of K we love the most: (a) as an 
actor (b) as a singer? Given the choice, I would 
definitely button option (b) since K himself has 
established in Sandip Ray’s documentary: 
‘Acting jhoothi hoti hain, sangeet jo hain woh Dil se nikaltaa hain’- but 
thanks to his 102 (Nerurkar) motion pictures including the unreleased, we 

are fortunately contemporary with his inimitable body antiques. We can watch him move, laugh, cry, 
dance and most importantly – sing! Now that the Messiah himself has mentioned acting, let me rope-
in Barkhoordaar Pran who played a convict in DON and had complemented Don in many movies to 
mushroom during that golden phase like: “Hum bolega to bologey ke bolta hain”/No.416 

D/KASAUTI/ This joviality in the voice takes a sudden jolt again and our eyes moist on the father in 
Kishoreda and the father in Pran as they mingle into one in a lullaby: “Chand chal tu jara dheeme 
dheeme, jaane kya aaya gudiyan ke jee mein, na soye laadli”/No.876 D/WOH JO HASINA(1983)/. 
Another memorable mimicry unmasks itself in a DON-type situation in which K programmes his 
voice to fit Premnath’s robust lungs: “Yeh pal chanchal kho na dena kahin o diwane”/No.1554 

D/KALICHARAN (1976) M: KalyanjiAnandji L: Ravindra Jain/. Kishoreda’s Award winning grand-prix 
started with yesteryear superstar Rajesh Khanna who lastly stepped out to do a  fan commercial 
endorsement with HAVELLS: mere’fans’hamesha mere saath hi rahenge! Though not awarded, watch 
him perfecting on Guru Saigal’s Do naina matwale piya re, hum per julm kare: “Aap ke anurodh pe main 
yeh geet soonata hoon” (a slower version exists on movie track only, showing Rajesh Khanna in harmony with The Harmonium) courtesy-

Amit Kumar/No.544 D/ANURODH/. The Prang of a crying heart for a dying pal also is expressed like 
never before in Jab dard nahin thha seene mein 
and can we ever forget the evergreen tea 
garden thrill Ke Mere dil ne tarap ke jab naam 
tera pukara? K and Kaka will flavour forever. 

 
 
TANDOOR WADIYON MEIN KAHIN! 

 
 

‘Lata gaana qaafi ho gayiee, Chae-waae milegi? Heh Heh…’ > 
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Mehmood, another die-hard of Kishorda & Rafisaab 
hops himself between two moods: “Naach meri jaan 
fatafat”/No.1421 D/MAIN SUNDER HOON/. 
(Kishoreda actually appeared in this video) & lullaby 
“Aa ri aa ja nindiya tu le chal kahin uran khatoley 
mein door yahaan se door”/No.2455 D/ KUNWARA 
BAAP (1974)-an everlasting ensemble with Lata & 

Mehmood/. DANCE INDIA DANCE season 2’s lion cub 
from ringmaster Remo’s pride Sajan Singh & his baby 
toy-doll gave Grandmaster Mithunda a mute moment 
of moistness and guest of the show Jitendra two 

eyefull of surface tension:  Uii amma jadoo yeh kya chal gayiee, Kishoreda ne chchera aari aaja to, aankhen 
teri bhar aayiee! (Parent version of 2011’s BappiSuper Oooh la la/DIRTY PICTURE) Sajan did it on a malcum—a 
makeshift wooden post mounted on stage and as Master Remo would say, ‘my cub had nailed 
it!’/19th March 2010 ZEE 9.30pm telecast/.  Kishoreda’s talent was toasted for the first time with a 
FILMFARE AWARD in the year 1970: “Roop tera mastana”/No.157 D/ARADHANA (bilingual)/, song 
that sent ripples across the world. ‘Kishore Kumar’s gulp-and-choke rendering of S.D. Burman’s 
maddeningly erotic number was given a major helping hand by singer Kishore Kumar. According to 
his son Amit Kumar, the rakish yodeler re-wrote the entire song just before the recording. The rest as 
they say is His-story’. /FILMFARE, July 1997, page 134/.  Amitabh Bachchan on the Golden Jubilee 
celebration (50yrs.) of the FILMFARE AWARD said ‘We’ve been critical of it, cynical about it, happy 
about it, sad about it, frustrated about it, but always thought about it and desired it’. /FILMFARE, 
March 2005, page 35/. It was indeed a moment to treasure for SONY & viewers as the FILMFARE 

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD went to wheelchair-borne Sashi Kapoor with Sammi clap and 
Kishoreda’s Tum bin jaoon kahan yeh duniya mein aa ke doing the air freshning. I would rather vote 
for the cavatina version of the song since it is enviously rare and has escalated to the level of antiques 
– it’s the only song sung seperately by Mr. Md.Rafi & Kishoreda. K. N. Singh, the first generation bad 
man discovered himself dumb-founded when heard for the first time “Hello girls, this is Kharak 
Singh here”/No.393 D/BARTI KA NAAM DAARI/. Our DISCO DANCER Mithunda seems to say: 
“…Aisa mauka zindegi mein pahli baar aaya hain, janeman jab Kishoreda ka pyar paaya hain…Ae-
o-aa…Koyieee shaaque?”/No.788 D/! He too looks curved for his first ever solo reward from the 
supersinger: “Maine pyar kiya to thik kiya”/No.675 D/SURAKSHA (1979)/. How about Ek Ek (step) ho 
jaaye with Big B-ro once again sir? Because Kuchh to log kahengey logon ka kaam hain kahna (remember 
Karina Kapoor quoting this on Supriya Pathak & Mithunda in GOLMAAL 3?)  

< *Ek Ek ho jaaye phir ghar chale Jana (kyunke) Log kahte hain main sharaabi hoon!             

[*one amongst Da’s few fingercounted posthumous releases, first & last with 

P.K.Udaas] 

You can also raise a toast to Da’s 
double delight on Mithunda: 
“Main tu ban gaya”/No.773 D/AMNE SAMNE/in which 
the Genius’s ripe voice has been sliced into two with a 
pinch of sound technology and then in stark contrast, 
Kishoreda portrays a moaning Mithun missing his long 
lost girl friend:  “Man kare yaad woh din, tere sang 

beetey thhe jo pal rangeen”/No.1047 D/AKHIRI BADLA (1989) bilingual/. After contestant Dinesh’s 
daredevil rendering of this only Kishore classic - the Bengali version obviously: Money porey shei sab 
din, Amit Kumar retroflexed himself to 1973’s Mehboob studio where Kishoreda had recorded the 
Bengali version immediately followed by the Hindi. The show was dedicated to Salil Chaudhuri & 
Amit Kumar was narrating guest Antara Chaudhuri and the other two judges Usha Utthup & 
Santanu Moitra how his father suggested four violins should be played paralally to make the 
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beginning more intense./ZEE BANGLA SA RE GA MA PA 2010   03rd March  9.30pm telecast/. Thus, 
whether it’s our cowboy Feroz Khan in “Jeevan mein tu darna nahin”/No.417 D/KHOTEY SIKKEY/or 
Garam Dharam getting cowboyish with: “Raju chal Raju apni masti mein tu koyiee jiye ya mare kya 
humko babu”/No.592 D/AZAAD/, the K magic casts its spell on the listeners. It is quite quenching to 
sample a golden voice’s first liquid gift of a solo slowly sediment our soul alongwith the sad plight of 
a poor novelist (Dharmendra) whose right of authorship siphons to someone rich and unworthy 
(Pran): “Duniya O Duniya tera jawab nehin”/No.227 D/NAYA ZAMANA(1971)/. Now watch our 
favourite family figure Sanjiv Kumar lend a lullaby to the sleeping child: “Oh ri hawa dheere se chal 
sota hain munna hamara”/No.820 D/SHRIMAAN SHRIMATI/or play a peeping-Tom with the 
sleeping spouse: “Yun na rutho, maan jaao, dil hain bada beqaraar”/No.2520 D/ITNI SI BAAT/in 
which Kishoreda’s talent speaks for itself with talented Asha complementing equally! With an origin 
as ancient as in our Vedic villages, Raksha-bandhan as well as Holi has always been cent-percent 
INDIAN, sacred customs. Experience how a delicate chemistry works between Sanskrit lecturer 
Dharmendra and Chemistry lecturer Hema: “Kar gayiee mast mujhe phaagun ki hawa, main laga 
jhoomne mujhe kya hone laga”/No.2372 D/DILLAGI/ - also how the vedantic fauna of our very own 
ancient vallies comes incredibly pictorial in this evergreen Lata-Kishore; the song of innocence also 
bears the flavor of my childhood in Tezpur: “Nainon mein darpan hain darpan mein koyiee, 
dekhoon ussey subhah-shaam”/No.2077 D/AAROP(1974) Composition Bhupen Hazarika Lyric 
Maya Govind/. My euphoria around Holi remains half-hearted unless I streamline your attention to 
music director Santanu Moitra’s interpretation of   Nadiya se dariya dariya se sagar, sagar se gehra jaam. 
My amazement knew no bound as I swapped other channels for ZEE BANGLA SA RE GA MA PA 2010 
on 23rd February 9.30pm. After a contestant concluded on the song, Santanu explained to him how 
during execution K had actually loosened the rein by going slow on the song’s normal speed 
occassionally in order to give it that x-factor: the ‘go as you like’ intonation of intoxication—
extraordinary! Santanu told how the genius had actually elevated a simple lyric to that level. Being a 
music director he knew how one can only provide a singer with the basic chord. The rest remains to 
the credibility of the singer where he/she carries it. So what did the genius actually do with a song so 
that no one even now can even think of coming near his vocal fringe? The picturisation of the song 
opens in front of us as a divine comedy sprouting out just like the divine weed—bhaang (cannabis 
sativa). A NOTE: thanks for hosting Kishoreda so charmingly Mr.Annu Kapoor/THE GOLDEN ERA [began 13-10-2012]/MaStiii/.   

Another interesting fact faded off folk-memory that is, Kishoreda sang a jingle too for a tailored 
commercial of consumer perishables in Sanjay Khan’s DHARKAN. Now taste the 
melody king mimic idol Saigal towards the end of the parody: “Radha pyar 
de”/No.2311 D/INSAAF KI AWAAZ/ picturised perfectly on Jagdip, Asrani, and 
Aruna Irani. K had the rarest capability of rollercosting a song at its wildest 
extreme, yet be unbelievably comfortable with it and then go with the flow in such a flawless way, 
music directors would fall for his magic and the consequence--K was always at liberty to contribute a 
cherry on the icing at his celebrated whim. Check this attempt not another singer will dare till date: 
“Good morning, good morning o pitaji”/No.2442 D/BAWARCHI/. Picturised on talented Asrani who 
looks every-inch a cartoonist’s delight in this class of a composition! It’s way beyond imagination 
how a heart-melting tune all of a sudden next can simply metamorphose this ‘good morning’ guy 
into a mourning guy as his own shadow as this song reveals, discard him. Listen for a change to:  
“Na jaane din kaise jeevan mein aaye hain”/No. 548 D/CALA MURARI HERO BAN NE/. This 
undoubtedly is the miracle of the voice, which has the potency to attract people like magnets & 
marvel at its mercurial move from mirth to melancholy. Comments Kalyanji: ‘Somewhere in the 

deepest core of his heart, he harnessed a pain that used to surface so 
passionately through his sad songs’. So like CHALA MURARI…in the history of 
Hindi cinema, came many a song, which scored over movies. Bad luck, those 
day’s lacunae in sound technology & marketing strategy yielded many flops 
with gems of melodies fading off mass memory. Let me add sheen to this 
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column with yet another gem of a sensible solo that serves as salve for a wounded soul: “Sun mere 
yaar duniyawaale, apne bade begane hain”/No.767 D/SHAAKA (1981) 2392 230 LP POLYDOR/ a class 
apart from those regular Jumping-Jack garden gyrations. Kishoreda’s masculinity manaeuvres 
between changed emotions with such height of expertise, the experience of which automates my 
FIFTH justification behind loving this enviously talented tune tycoon. 

Kudos to everyone’s ready reckoners--KISHORE ENCYCLOPAEDIA: GAATA RAHE MERA DIL /ISBN 

81 7525 364 9 Kamal Dhiman/ & THE MANY FACES OF A GENIUS/Vishwas Nerurkar, 

a Gayatri Publication/, we are fortunate with a register of around 3000 songs he 
recorded throughout the entire career-span until MR.X IN BOMBAY’s last call to 
Mithunda “aa jao Guru”/No 1898 D, 1927 N/WAQT KI AWAAZ (1988)/from the 
Mehboob Studio on Tuesday the 12th of October 1987. Mere mehboob qayamat 
hogi literally turned out to be a prophecy! A sea of humanity literally poured onto 
the streets of Juhu as the hearse rolled out of GAURI KUNJ and the film industry condoled loss of its 
musical fountain by staging HOPE’87 in Bombay.  

                                

Kya jaane kyun tujhpe mujhe itna pyar aaye, tu ruthe to jaise meri kismet ruth jaaye 

Door na ja yun ankh chura ke kya payega mujhko rula ke 

Maan bhi ja diwaane mere yaar musqura de woh pyar phir jaga de… 

A close of K, Mr. Mukul Dutta/EK DIN PAAKHI UREY JAABE (Bengali)/A. Mukherjee & sons Pvt. 

Ltd./came pellucid with personal exclusives for the first time. There is also one Marathi book on 
Kishoreda which I was lucky to spot from the shelves of a beautiful roadside dhaba on our way from 
Pune to Shirdi Sai Temple on 4th July 2010, Geetanjali’s birthday. Most melodies are available with 
record collector Mr. Zafar Shah at Shop no.256 & Yasinbhai at no.152, Jama Masjid, New Delhi but 
just like the location, prices go north! With due regards to the wallet, isn’t it better to be expensive 
than be pensive for the rest of one’s life? Websites like mp3hungama.com & the likes are at your 
disposal but they often downplay expectations for instance, your frantic fishing for the Gulzar-R.D. 
masterpiece: Lo, bahut raat huyiee main thhak gaya hoon muhe so ne do will end in frustrstion because of 
the poor audio quality especially when the site is waiting to be explored by relic hunters like me. 
This song is available otherwise with Shah & Bhai but you will have to compromise with the poor 
audio quality. By Joe! must have been a Sisyphean task for the compilers. One entry excites my 
curiosity—“Dil mera uraa jaye chal ri hawa dheere, bin piye nasha chchayien”/No.492 D, 1174 

N/ARJUN PUNDIT (1976)/picturised on Vinod Mehra. The music 
comes from none other than the legendary S.D.Burman and the lyrisist 
is another veteran of the field, Mr. Majrooh Sultanpuri. This song is the 
only duet Kishoreda recorded with Deven Verma and though 
picturised, never released on disc. I had to ransack the internet just to 
download the available half length of the song. Now my humble 
question follows: human life at best is very short; will we ever, in this 
increasingly fragile life of ours, be able to come to terms with 
marvellous melodies like this?                  Dil mein aag lagayein patjhar ka yeh mahina! > 
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With Burmandada’s last blessing showered on Kishoreda which I’m going to quote, I would like to 
share how I practically feel ‘bout the eldorado:”…apni Ashaon ki main palki le aata hoon, chal sapno 
ke sahar main tujhe le jata hoon”/No.499 D, 496 N/DEEWAANGEE (1976) Music S.D.Burman & Ravindra Jain 

Lyric Anand Bakshi/.   

                                                                                                                                                                                   

 

< S.D. 01st  October 1906 – 31st  October 1975. 

 

                      Raga Bheempalasi; aji ek Mard ki awaaz hotey hain aisi: Khilte hain gul yahaan khilke bikharne ko…                       

I would like to lay my hands on yet another interesting fact hardly known to 
anyone. Kishoreda also registered one hilarious number with everyone’s favourite comedian Kesto 
Mukherjee, a rare entry: “Nehin chalegi saat sooron ki sargam”/No.2472 D/SANKOCH/. In an era of 
melody where malicious envy often reigned supreme, 
Padmasree Manna Dey came up with a confession so unlike the 
then generation. Referring to “Ek chatur naar”/No.2435 
D/PADOSAN (Keshto’s presence made the movie all the more 

contegious to laughter)/he said: ‘I was thinking in terms of 
singing, I was thinking of outwitting Kishore but when he 
started singing, I realized--what a great, great artiste! He really 
caught the spirit of the song’. “Khul gayiee pagdee gulaabi, ban 
gaya buddha sharabi”/No.1190 D/AAP BEATI/is another 
burning example. The inabriated but magically measured steps 
Dadamoni(who lips Kishoreda)-an actor per excellence takes 
with Premnath(Manna Dey) reigning him occassionally, takes 
us to the HALF TICKET sequence in which a dancing salesman 
K demonstrates a giant tape recorder to ‘Miss evil’ Shammi. 
Same happened with Rafi Saab & Manna Dey when Kishoreda 
joined them for an ensemble. To throw light on this, I would 
like to take another stroll down the melody lane. This is a column by Kaushik Moitra published in 
ANANDLOK 27th July 2005. This candid confession magnifies the magnitude of affection and respect 
Rafi nurtured for his loving Kishore. The movie to be was NANHA FARISHTA & the song:  
“Tujhmein ishwar”/No.2436 D/. Rafi & Manna was punctual with the presence. It was learnt that 
Kishoreda would be late. Manna proposed, ‘Lets rehears in the mean time a little--what do you say?’ 
Rafi replied with a smile: ‘we better take it easy & chito-chat, as it’s no use rehearsing a thousand 
times. Kishore will bypass us in the final take anyway. Do we have that open-ness & strength in us?’  

The chand mera dil/HUM KISI SE KUM NAHIN/challenge 1977 still 
gears up generations. Kishoreda too came candid about Rafi to a 
journalist: ‘Mind the words I utter--the reason behind your 
listening to me is this gentleman. He elevated Hindi film-song to 
such a respectable height!’ When Rafi died, someone tried to take 
a dig at Kishoreda, ‘don’t you think you are relieved of a 
competent now?’ Understood Kishoreda—what these people 
have made of the relationship was 

an extremely watered down version of what lay beneath; snapped 
Kishoreda: ‘Have you ever seen a chariot run on a single wheel or the 
other wheel relishes the loss?’  
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Later Kishoreda, in retrospect performed: “Man re tu kahe na dheer dhare” (Bhazan) 
/CHITRALEKHA/, at Kochbihar (Bengal). This humble attempt from a noble soul should have been 
punctuated by a standing ovation, not criticized as was done by some sick chickenbrains. These are 
the same mindless morons who are born enemies of anything honest. My mentor Mr. Ashish 
Chakraborty - a Science teacher at Babesa, Thimphu (Bhutan) a wonderful man who welcomed me to 
the wonderful world of Kishore Kumar briefed me about the stage-show as he was among those 
fortunates who made it to the LIVE. AKAASH-BANGLA T.V. in its 5th episode of KISHORE KUMAR’S 
KHONJ-KHABOR at 10pm clipped this antique of a Bhazan on the 26th of December 2006. Impulsively, 
when I fail to contact Ashishda on account of unavoidable circumstances, I console my soul this way: 
Shu man re tu kahe na dheer dhare, ho gaya maunee Bakul (his nickname) pyare unka maun hare!  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An asset of a cassette: bought on 10th September 1985 Tuesday @ INR 17, stayed a Steady Borrow 

with Ashishda during his winter descend that spanned one-n-half months in those Golden pre-

college days of mine. Koyiee lauta de mere bitey huye din, bitey huye din woh mere pyare pal-chchin!    

 

Rafi was a great person and a great singer who knew how to respect quality. Reason why 
probably “Salamat rahe dostana hamara”/No.1234 D/DOSTANA (1980) same year on 31st July Rafi 

left us/- a personal favourite of mine and “Tumko khush dekh kar”/No.1233 D/AAP KE 

DEEWANE/, a personal favourite of Ashishda came into being (the echo effect after both 
pronunce tumko khush… is way ahead of description).  

< This picture is a legend by itself – Kishoreda, Rafisaab, Latatai & Mukeshji together!                                                                                                         
The same adjectives prefixed to the Rafi-Kishore relationship 
must have matched Mukesh though I am not well informed 
about the Kishore-Mukesh relationship except a duet episode 
from an extention of the K DNA, Amit Kumar. In the film 
sound track, Da makes a trademark 
entry and an excellent Yodelling 
follow suit. ‘We used to sing 
father-son duets which klicked 

well with the audience. I remember a regular number from MERE APNE: 
“Haal chaal thik-thaak hain”/No.1242 D/. It ended off with my father 
sitting on top of me and then Sumit climbing on his back. It was all great 
fun.’ A phenomenal photograph featuring a Dadly clad Amit sitting 
pretty in GAURI KUNJ’s fabulously furnished hall appeared in INDIA 

TODAY, November 10, 1997 titled ‘Duet with Dad’.  The text detailed on how 
the son had ventured into the father, joining hands with Chandra Barot, 
producer of DON for a tele-serial yet to be shown on which channel.                                                                                                                         
That Godly smile: Geet gata hoon main gungunata hoon main, main ne hansne ka wada kiya thha kabhi > 
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                                                                                                               SANGEET KE SAHENSHAH                                                                         
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 SATRANJ KE asli KHILARI played a ‘Chess – t’ game with him she failed to Check: a Sorbitrate he gasped for at the eleventh hour! 
Leena O Leena (kya) Dil tu ne chheena? Was it a ‘chilly’mistake on her part? Or was it Destiny?!  
That autographed photograph ‘Destiny lurks’ from CD-PSLP 5502 STEREO AAD Made in ENGLAND © 1991 EMI > 
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The Emperor embraces immortality… 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                
 

Picture perfect: a friend in ReeD is a friend indeed! 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On a foggy dawn: my own little cozy retreat in the world, my Home SHUKITHUNJ.       Kishoreda, me & Nipper:  4th August 2006. 
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For people au fait with the alphabets who can decipher at ease and for those who can’t: Ashishda’s First ever Letter posted to my address in May 1987. 
As I was away again in Kolkata with Subrata & Ajay after my Charghorey stay with Bibhas post H.S.finals, dad kept the sealed envelop in safe custody 
till I returned home. It was in reply of mine briefing him ‘bt the KISHORE KUMAR NITE on 26th April 1987 that took place soon after our return from 
my ‘verse’-atile genius’s first posting Charghorey, Southern Bhutan. Well, as the saying goes…first impression is the last impression! 
MixedPix: Master Amarjeet Boro Village Bhebla Jalah. 
 
‘Film FUNTOOSH mein ek gana thha - Dukhi man mere sun mera kahna, jahaan nehin chaina wahaan nehin rahna. Sab ne mana kiya lekin Sachinda ardh 
gaye… Gana Kishore hi gayega; ussi se hi main gawaoonga! Bas, phir kya thha…us gaane se unmein aur mujh me ek aisa rishta jorh gaya hain jisse na doori 
tod payi hain, na maut’. About me & Ashishda all I have to say is this – some people are born and people like him are born to sow in them a purpose. 
[Source: SHEMAROO video documentary out in the market months after he breathed his last.] 
                                                                                                                  
 
 
 
 

 
 
                 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                          
 
 
 

DEVashish: my Godfather becomes my Gateway to the Evergreen world of Kishoreda.                  ‘In Today’s World as you sow, so you may reap…encasheW!’ 
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AASHIRWAADAM KISHORE KALYANAM!!! 
                                                                                           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mujhse puchche mere meet Geet kaisey bante hain. . .Geet aisey bante hain ! 
/No.0601 N/DIL AUR DEEWAAR (1978)/  

 
 
 
 

END OF PART ONE 
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A FEW WORDS ABOUT MY JOURNEY TO THE CORE OF THE COUNTRY’S SUPREME SONGSTAR 

 
It all began with my frantic fumble for a man who had held my hand like an Angel and led me to the 
Gateway of a wonderland – The Kingdom of Kishore Kumar. It surely was the world of virtual 
reality where there was no pain, no suffering, no tears, and no fears: just the Rainbow-coloured songs 
of Kishoreda. As if the Almighty had painted a parallel world just for the two of us. And then 
Ashishda was gone alongwith his family. His sudden departure was certain to sadden me. Life 
continued its course leaving me a parentless married man with hoards of constant stresses wearing 
different masks to knock my door at regular intervals. Exhausted, I started gasping for avenues to 
tranquil myself and then finally hit upon this recliner. I beg to inform my esteemed readers that some 
of the pictures picked by me are from the internet and may contain copyright hiccups but most of 
them are from my own painstaking collection & creative expression. Thus my humble urge to all 
concerned, whatever pictures I’v pasted on this writeup is purely for the sake of enriching an 
extraordinary human who had set foot on this earth only to spread the message of love to humanity 
through ethereal melody. My love’s labour bears no crooked intention but even then I’m asking your 
forgiveness in case this compassionate content turns out to be a cause of contempt. Finally, a factual 
confession: People will copy Mukesh, Rafi, even the most intricate Sufi but no one will ever be able to 
copy Kishore Kumar. He will remain the inimitable star that emerges once a millennium. 
 
I’m pleased to quote herewith excerpts from an incredible ‘Bhutnese sonnet’ this gem of a gentleman 
below next to me composed titled  MING-GI-GOEDA DEBEODA GOEDA-GI-SIK-ME: 

“YAMAHA motorbike, Faksa chikha phin 
                                Alu-pukur-chukurdhum, Takdhina-dhin-dhin. 

                               Romtokto Jamtokto Simtokto mee 
                                               Gatokto Otokto Ngientokto ee.” 

 
                                          
    
 
                                                                 Yours sincerely, 

 
                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                             
                                               Shuman chatterjee. 
                                                   C/o. Prof. Kalyan Kumar Chatterjee. 
                                                   Kokrajhar 783370 Assam. 
                  shumankrc.01@rediffmail.com/shumankrc.01@gmail.com                                                                                                   

* TU-160 MURPHY RADIO RECEIVER grandpa Su kumar shipped from Welwyn, Garden City, Hertfordshire - England & the HMV 2nd generation Gramophone. 


